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caption Diane Abbott tells PM Theresa May that Parliament should be

recalled over Brexit Labour MP Diane Abbott has told the PM Theresa May
that Parliament should be recalled so MPs can vote on the terms of Brexit.

She told the prime minister that there was "no case" to refuse to allow
MPs a vote. Mrs May is considering holding a vote in the Commons on the
deal she has struck with the EU, which MPs must accept in order to leave.

MPs have until 23 June to block a no-deal exit, with Mrs May facing a
confidence vote if she loses. There is no majority in the House of

Commons for no deal, and there is a significant group of Conservative MPs
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who do not want the UK to leave the EU without a deal on that date. But
they are losing votes from other MPs who are concerned about the terms
of the agreement, and how it would affect border arrangements between

Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. 'No case' Speaking in the
Commons, the shadow home secretary said the PM was "conflating" a

parliamentary vote on the deal with the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill
- which will be scrutinised in the House of Lords. Under the terms of the
EU referendum, the government is required to lay the Withdrawal Bill

before Parliament and secure its passage before the UK leaves the EU.
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